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Abstract—This paper presents the development and testing of
an open and flexible embedded system applied to positioning and
telecontrol (OFESAPO) for outdoor applications. The system is
composed of a control center (CC) and a set of remote termi-
nal units (RTUs); the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) 60870-5 series has been chosen for communication among
them. This is a standard protocol of real-time telecontrol ap-
plications. The CC is a personal computer, and the RTUs are
based on open hardware and software. The RTU hardware is an
embedded system, i.e., a system-on-chip-type design using field-
programmable gate array that has been programmed with the
open-core LEON running Linux operating system. For prototyp-
ing, the GR-XC3S-1500 board has been used. As there is no open
source code available for the IEC standard protocols, an open
source code has also been implemented. Hence, both the hardware
and the software are open source in OFESAPO. Several tests have
been made to show the system’s limitations and the suitability for
real-time applications. A prototype has also been tested in a real
environment, where the real position of two moving RTUs was
shown by a CC using Google Map.

Index Terms—Embedded system, field-programmable gate
array (FPGA), International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
standard, open hardware, open software, positioning, telecontrol.

I. INTRODUCTION

POSITIONING technology and mobile communication 
provide the right environment to make location-based ser-

vices (LBS) closer to daily life. There are many applications 
of LBS that make people’s or business life easier because of
the ability to send positioning information in real time, for 
instance, the waiting time for a bus in a bus stop. Another 
application is surveillance, for example, in forest fire fights, not
only of firefighters but also of vehicles, or in rescue operations. 
These kinds of applications use mobile devices (personal 
digital
assistant (PDA), cell telephone, etc.), controlled devices, a
controller device (a computer, a PDA, etc.), and a real-time 
geographic information system (GIS). The controlled devices
are equipped with both a positioning technology and a mobile 
communication. The controller device can also have the same

mobile technology as the controlled devices, but it is not
compulsory. The GIS could be implemented in the controller
device or outside in a specific server.

There are several positioning systems based on different
technologies [1] for the determination of the position of an
entity in an outdoor or indoor environment. Outdoor positioning
systems determine position using satellite information, known
as “Global Positioning System” (GPS), or cellular telephony
information, known as “network-based location.” Indoor posi-
tioning systems use both infrared and radio frequency (RF) to
determine position [2]. Each positioning technology has its own
location data type, so a system that integrates more than one
could use the integrated model presented in [2].

Several mobile communication technologies can be used,
like Global System for Mobile (GSM), generic packet radio
service (GPRS), or WI-FI, all of them based on cellular config-
uration, satellite link, or RF. Using one or the other depends on
their coverage area, upload and download speed, and roundtrip
delay [4].

A real-time positioning system based on GPS, GSM, and
GIS (G3) is presented in [5]. The system is implemented
on both a PC-based and a μP-based (C8051 microProcessor,
μP) hardware platforms and designed to operate in Microsoft
Windows operating system (OS; MS platform) with Microsoft
Visual Basic communication mode under MapInfo for GIS.
This system is a, LBS but also allows to control the controlled
device, i.e., to get some measurements made by its sensors and
to receive commands from the controller device. A portable
personal positioning system employing System-on-Chip (SoC)
technology, i.e., the C8051F021 microcontroller, combined
with GPS for positioning and GPRS for mobile communication
is presented in [6].

In this paper, a positioning system for telecontrol based
on open software and hardware platform is presented, which
differs from those in [5] and [6] because of its openness;
hence, the whole system is called “open and flexible embedded
system applied to positioning and telecontrol” (OFESAPO). Its
hardware is based on open core hardware, and it uses a stan-
dard telecontrol protocol, i.e., International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) 60870-5, for communication. This standard
protocol is believed to be not applicable for mobile links, but
this paper proves it otherwise. Therefore, OFESAPO is the first
system that uses IEC-60870-5 outside its original environment.
Its architecture can control more remote devices and connect to
the Internet, so it is better than the systems presented in [5] and
[6]. In addition, in [5], if another kind of measurement has to be
done, the implemented protocol has to be changed; however, the



standard protocol used in OFESAPO makes it possible to adapt
it to many scenarios depending on the user’s needs. Another
benefit of OFESAPO, as stated in this paper, is that although a
web service for sending data is an option, the amount of extra
data required could prevent the operation in real time, so the
IEC protocol is better.

This paper is organized as follows: First, the system design
for positioning and telecontrol is presented. The software de-
velopment is described in Sections III and IV. A set of tests
in a simulation environment and real environment is shown in
Section V. A discussion follows in Section VI, and finally some
conclusions are presented.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

OFESAPO is composed of “remote terminal units” (RTUs)
and a “control center” (CC). The CC is a PC-based system,
where the GIS to map in real time is placed. The RTU is an
embedded system used to acquire position data to send them to
the CC.

The RTU can also send data obtained from the environment
via sensors attached to the RTU or receives commands from the
CC due to the design criterion flexibility of OFESAPO. That
criterion makes OFESAPO similar to a supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) one.

The field of SCADA systems has a series of standards
specified by the IEC called “IEC 60870-5” for telecontrol
equipment and systems. These standards define specific re-
quirements and conditions for data transmission in telecontrol
systems, showing the ways to meet those requirements to ensure
compatibility between devices from different suppliers. The
positioning system presented in this paper complies with these
standards, so this makes OFESAPO flexible and adaptable to
multiple environments.

To determine the RTU position, the GPS technology is used
as it is more flexible than other outdoor positioning systems, so
it is both not dependent of the cellular telephony operator and
more precise.

As OFESAPO, in its first application, is intended to be
used in surveillance applications, like forest fire fight, only
the following mobile communication technologies have been
considered, as justified in [12]. Both GSM and GPRS are used,
where a cellular telephony operator has range. Radio equipment
in the UHF/VHF band are used in places where GSM or GPRS
is not an option because there is no coverage or it is too
expensive.

The next sections show the open hardware used in RTU, the
protocol characteristics, and the whole OFESAPO architecture.

A. RTU Hardware Platform

Recent developments in field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) have made it possible to implement different architec-
tures resembling a standard workstation (a PC, for example).
One of these architectures has led to the specification of LEON
[7], a SPARC-based processor, which can be implemented on
an XILINX Spartan-3 FPGA. The main advantage of LEON
is that it can be developed using standard development tools

Fig. 1. Development board used for RTU prototype.

to save development time. Furthermore, a Linux OS can be
installed on LEON, so the embedded system can be used as
if it was a standard Linux-based PC [8].

The RTU prototype has been developed in the GR-XC3S-
1500 board (Fig. 1) by a joint venture between Gaisler Research
[7] and Pender Electronic Design [16]. This development board
incorporates a Xilinx Spartan3-1500 field programmable gate
array, and it is capable of operating standalone from a single
+5-V power supply. It also incorporates onboard volatile and
nonvolatile memories, together with serial, Ethernet, video, and
Universal Serial Bus interfaces, making this board ideal for
fast prototyping, evaluation, and development of software for
applications based on the LEON microprocessor (open core
hardware).

Expansion of a user’s peripherals and circuits can be made
either using expansion connectors (40 pins) to implement a
user-defined mezzanine board or via ribbon cable connections.
A specific connector is provided to allow connection to the
standard memory bus signals. The RTU prototype uses expan-
sion connectors to connect an 8-GB compact flash card be-
cause Linux distribution required more memory than available
on chip.

B. IEC 60870-5 Series Overview

The telecontrol protocol stack usually implements the spec-
ifications provided by the IEC called “IEC 60870-5” [9]. This
series follows the enhanced protocol architecture model, not the
ISO standard (open system interconnection (OSI) model). This
model only requires three of the seven OSI layers, i.e., appli-
cation layer, data link layer, and physical layer. The standard is
divided into six parts and specifies a suite of protocols for both
application and data link layers.

In a typical telecontrol scenario, one station (primary station)
called “CC” controls communication with other stations (sec-
ondary stations) called “RTUs,” so the IEC 60870-5 specifica-
tion allows real-time telecontrol applications to function. In this
sense, the series defines a set of functions called “profiles” that
performs standard procedures for telecontrol systems. Not all
the implementations perform the same functions, so an appli-
cation profile must be described depending on the telecontrol
system functionality.

The application profile required for OFESAPO only needs
the application function initialization and data acquisition by
polling.



Fig. 2. Permanently connected RTU and CC.

Fig. 3. RTU and CC connected via Internet.

Two different scenarios are possible in the IEC standard,
depending on whether the CC and the RTUs are permanently
connected, as shown in Fig. 2, or connected via Internet using
transmission control protocol (TCP)/IP architecture, as shown
in Fig. 3. For the first scenario (Fig. 2), all the protocols
described in the standard have to be implemented, including
the IEC 60870-5-5 [10] (part 5, application functions), because
both CC and RTU share the transmission channel and use
the same communication technology. For the second scenario
(Fig. 3), only IEC 60870-5-5 [10] and IEC 60870-5-104 [11]
have to be implemented because the other layers are available
on most OSs (TCP/IP stack, the Internet protocols). In this
case, the CC and the RTU can use different communication
technologies.

There is no application service data unit (ASDU) [21] to
send position data in the IEC standard; it requires a 32-bit
accuracy, whereas the ASDUs defined in the IEC standard only
have 16-bit precision. All the ASDUs have a field called “type
identification” (TI), which is a byte field, to make out with the
different types of ASDU. The standard allows the definition
of new ASDUs, the only restriction being imposed is that the
TI field must be set between 136 and 255. The new ASDU
defined is number 201, and it includes all position data required,
as shown in Section III-A, so OFESAPO improves the IEC
standard.

C. System Architecture

The OFESAPO architecture is shown in Fig. 4. The GPS
module and the mobile communication modules are connected
to the RTU via RS-232 ports. The RTU is configurable, so it is
also possible to include other kinds of measurements made, for
instance, from a temperature sensor or others. The OS installed
in the RTU is Linux, as explained before, so it is easy to develop
high-level open software.

The CC is a Linux PC with a communication technology,
mobile or otherwise, and a GIS for mapping.

Fig. 4. OFESAPO architecture.

Depending on the mobile communication technology used
in the RTU, the required IEC protocols are different, as shown
before in Section II-B. If the GSM or the GPRS module is
used, then the scenario is similar to that shown in Fig. 3; in
this case, the CC is connected to the Internet via the GSM or
the GPRS, as the RTUs are connected, or using other commu-
nication technologies. However, if the mobile communication
is a radio equipment in the UHF/VHF band, the scenario is that
shown in Fig. 2, where the CC also requires the same radio
equipment.

Hence, the system architecture enables it to be applied in
many kinds of LBSs, depending on the user’s needs. Because
the two possible scenarios require different software designs
and tests, this paper only focuses on that shown in Fig. 3. Some
researches for the second one are presented in [13] and [14].

III. RTU SOFTWARE DESIGN

The RTU software is divided into two main processes that
run in parallel:

1) Acquisition: This process is in charge of getting data
without loss from an external device. In this case, data
are geographical coordinates from the GPS module.



Fig. 5. Buffer array. This figure shows the four buffers that have the GPS
information. There are 13 rows, each one containing specific data that are
labeled adequately. There is an index that points to the right buffer to be written.
For instance, if the index is set to 1, the Buffer[0] contains the last information
acquired from the GPS, so the transmission control process reads this buffer,
and the acquisition process writes in Buffer[1]. Only the $GPGGA positioning
information label is required to know the exact position of the RTU, so this is
the only information sent as required by the CC in the new ASDU defined. The
other labels are saved for future application of OFESAPO.

2) Transmission Control: This process is in charge of RTU
initialization and data transmission to the CC according
to the IEC protocol.

A. Acquisition Process

The GPS module is connected to the RTU via an RS-232
port, as shown in Fig. 4. The transmission speed of the RS-232
port is set at 9600 b/s, which is the maximum speed that can be
configured, as data are lost at lower speeds.

The GPS position data are sent from the GPS as a text string
of 13 lines. Each line represents different kinds of data, some
defined by The National Marine Electronics Association and
others by the GPS manufacture; in the case of OFESAPO, it is
Garmin [23]. Each string line is labeled to interpret correctly
the data that are received by the GPS.

The GPS receives a new position data, i.e., the thirteen lines,
every second, and they are saved in a buffer because one RTU
only sends data to the CC when it is polled. Therefore, the
transmission control process has to read this buffer when the
CC polls the RTU to get the information required in the position
ASDU. As it is well known, there is a problem when two or
more processes share a variable. One process can be writing
the variable when the other is reading it, and then the read
variable is incorrect. In the literature, there are some solutions
to this problem. The typical one is using semaphores, but in this
case, they are not a solution because the acquisition process is
blocked when the transmission control process is reading the
variable, so the acquisition process could not write.

The implemented solution consists of a buffer array (Fig. 5),
where a buffer is composed of thirteen rows, each one contain-
ing the corresponding GPS line that it is labeled adequately
for correct interpretation. These buffers are in a shared mem-
ory so that both processes can access them. There is also a

Fig. 6. IEC 60870-5-104. Protocol structure.

shared index to the buffer array. This index indicates where
the acquisition process writes the data in a specific buffer.
To avoid reading and writing simultaneously the same buffer
and data loss, the transmission control process always reads
the previously indexed buffer. As both processes shared the
index variable, some mismatches could appear. To prevent such
occurrences, four buffers have been used, although three buffers
should have been enough. This way, it is impossible that the
acquisition process writes the same buffer that the transmission
control process reads.

There is also another problem because each minute the GPS
sends a status line, i.e., the Garmin proprietary information,
which causes loss of synchronization. This scenario is detected
because the last line of the buffer does not have the right label,
i.e., buffer[X,12] is not $PGRMC. If this occurs, then the index
does not increase, so the buffer is written twice to solve the
problem.

B. Transmission Control Process

This process is in charge of RTU initialization and sending
to the CC the requested data that have been previously polled.

Before any data exchange can take place, a previous initial-
ization is required. The RTU initialization consists of setting
local variables to their initial state and listening in a passive
mode to a connection request sent by the CC. Once connection
between the CC and the RTU has been established, i.e., a
TCP connection, the transmission control process behaves as
described in the IEC 60870-5-104 and IEC 60870-5-5 speci-
fications. The protocol structure is shown in Fig. 6; the IEC
protocol uses the services provided by the transport layer
implemented by the TCP protocol in the TCP/IP architecture.

IV. CC SOFTWARE DESIGN

The CC is also divided into two processes that also run in
parallel:

1) Transmission control: This process is required to get
both the CC and the RTU to an initial state and to get
different data types, as described in Section III-B; from
the RTUs, according to a preestablished configuration, the
application profile is predefined.

2) Geographic data process: This process gets the collected
data from an RTU and writes them to an extensible
markup language (XML) file (GPS eXchange (GPX)
schema [15]), which is sent by streaming to a remote or a



Fig. 7. XML file in GPX scheme. This scheme includes waypoint, routes, and
track. In this example, only a waypoint is shown (〈wpt〉 . . . .〈/wpt〉).

local web server. This server represents the position data
received in an interactive map using the Google Maps
application programming interface (API).

A. Transmission Control Process

This process sets the general configuration parameters as the
working directories, the number of RTUs to be controlled, and
the connection parameters (IP address, TCP port, and physical
medium) of each RTU as well as others. It also boots and
allocates memory for the different resources (log files, data
structured, ASDUs, etc.).

Depending on the configuration parameters, the CC checks
that all the configured RTUs are able to establish a TCP
connection—each RTU is always previously initialized in lis-
tening passive mode; once the connection is established, the
initialization process ends.

Another task made in this process is getting position data
from RTU, for doing so, each configured RTU is polled period-
ically by the CC, as described in the IEC standard.

B. Geographic Data Process

The collected position data received from an RTU are
processed according to the GPX scheme and saved in an XML
file. This XML file is sent by streaming to a web service in a
remote or a local machine, making the system more flexible.
This web service uses the received information to represent
in real time the geographic position of the RTU through the
Google Maps API.

The scheme GPX is a lightweight XML data format for
the interchange of GPS data (waypoints, routes, and tracks)
between applications and web service on the Internet. The GPX
defines a common set of data tags for describing GPS and
geographic data in XML, as shown in Fig. 7.

A question one might raise is that if the RTU has the TCP/IP
stack running over it, why not use the web service in the RTU
instead of using the IEC 670870-5 protocol to send position
data. There are three answers to this question. The first answer

Fig. 8. Test environment.

is that the web service requires a lot of additional information
(not only position data); if the link channel has a low speed,
then the time required to send it could prevent it from using
OFESAPO in real time, as shown in Section V-A. Further, if
the RTU has also any kind of sensors, then it is possible to
send their value associated to the actual position of the RTU.
In the IEC standard, there are predefined ASDUs for different
kinds of parameters (e.g., analog counter, digital counter, sensor
measurement, etc.). The second answer is that there are some
transmission channels that cannot work with the TCP/IP stack,
as justified in [12], and require the development of specific
protocol, as explained in [13]. The last answer is that with the
IEC standard, the RTU can be applied to applications other than
positioning, for instance, a typical RTU in a power utility.

V. SYSTEM TESTING

A set of tests has been made to check that OFESAPO works
correctly and can be adapted to different scenarios. Some tests
have been made in a real environment, where there were some
moving RTUs sending their position data to the CC that showed
them in Google Map in real time. Others have been made in a
simulation environment to determine the system limitations.

As OFESAPO is intended to be applied in surveillance
applications, the time requirements for real time are from 5 to
10 s, but if the system could guarantee a time from 1 to 5 s, then
it could be applied in control applications, as shown in [5].

The following sections describe the two sets of tests.

A. Simulation Testing

Two scenarios focusing on the protocol performance have
been tested to measure the response time of OFESAPO.

Protocol engineering techniques have been used to measure
the OFESAPO performance, as they are described in [22]. One
of the measurements made consisted of having n + 1 processes,
all executed in a single computer that behaves like n RTUs and
one of them that behaves like a CC. All processes use TCP
services for communication, as required in IEC-60870-5-104
[Fig. 8(a)]. In this case, the transmission channel was simulated.

The other measurements have been like that explained
earlier, but in this case, the transmission channel was not
simulated. The process that behaves like the CC was in one
computer, and the n process that behaves like an RTU in



Fig. 9. PAT and number of RTUs. These two graphics show how the PAT
changes, depending on the number of RTUs using (a) one or (b) two computers,
for a total number of 100 polls. The waiting time between the polling of all
RTUs and the next polling has also been changed between 250 and 2000 ms
in the same computer, and only 500 and 1000 in different computers. The
differences between tests in one or two computers are due to transmission
delays, in this case a Fastethernet link (100 Mb/s). (a) CC and RTUs in the
same computer. (b) CC and RTUs in a different computer.

the other [Fig. 8(b)]. The IEEE 802.3 link (Fastethernet) has
been tested to check the OFESAPO behavior using a real
communication channel.

Fig. 9. shows how the poll answer time (PAT) changes,
depending on the number of RTUs, using one (a) or two com-
puters (b), for a total number of 100 polls, and by simulating
different waiting times between two polls. As shown in Fig. 9,
if OFESAPO is used to control up to 100 RTUs (a very high
number, the PAT), the mean time required to receive an answer
from all the RTUs is about 0.14 and 0.9 ms for the simulated
channel and for Ethernet, respectively. This is sufficient for
the two possible real-time applications, i.e., surveillance and
telecontrol, as the minimum time required for the last one is
1 s. The real transmission channel tested does not introduce
much delay, the transmission speed is 100 Mb/s, and the trans-
mission delay is almost 0, so the previous claim also depends
on the channel characteristics. If the channel operates at a lower
speed and introduces a higher delay, then the PAT parameter
increases its value, and the number of RTUs has to be reduced.
For instance, for ten RTUs, PAT is about 0.1 ms [Fig. 9(a)] with
a simulated transmission channel. Hence, to use OFESAPO in

real time using a real transmission channel, the transmission
delay must be bounded between 0.1 ms and 1 s.

Another important aspect to consider is the number of bytes
sent, i.e., the protocol data unit (PDU) size, because it limits
the amount of data to be sent. OFESAPO PDU requires only
35 B, but the IEC 60870-5-104 allows a maximum of 255 B. If
OFESAPO PDU is increased, then all parameters measured, as
expected, increase linearly, but for a lower-speed channel, this
increment should prevent real-time operations. For instance,
if the web service had been used from the RTUs and the CC
instead of the IEC protocol, each position datum would require
more than nine times the amount bytes sent in OFESAPO PDU.
Hence, it takes longer to send the data, and the requirement of
1 s could not be fulfilled.

B. Field Testing

The RTU prototype, i.e., LEON, has also been tested only
with two of the three transmission channels available in the
RTU, viz., GSM and GPRS (see Fig. 4), because RF does not
work with TCP/IP, as justified in [12].

A GSM/GPRS modem has been used, specifically a Wave-
com Fastrack M1306B [17]. This modem behaves as a standard
AT-command modem via an RS232 port, so the modem is
connected to the RTU this way. The device’s specification
allows data transmission of up to 14.400 b/s for GSM and
115.200 b/s for GPRS, but this feature is dependent on the
GSM/GPRS operator used, so it might not always be available.
In this test with a Spanish mobile telephony operator, GSM
operates up to 9600 b/s, and GPRS operates up to 38.400 b/s.

The transmission delay measured (time to send data + time
for processing + link delay) is below 750 ms for GPRS and
below 1000 ms for GSM, which is adequate for surveillance.
The CC can poll simultaneously all the RTUs using GPRS, so
the delay is 764 ms (750 ms + 0.14 of PAT, as explained in
Section V-A). However, each RTU has to be individually polled
in GSM, so the number of RTUs is limited in this technol-
ogy to ten in surveillance applications and five in telecontrol
applications.

For field testing, the following scenario has been made. A
CC has been connected to the Internet via a Fastethernet link to
show in Google Map two RTUs that were moving in real time.
One of them was the RTU based on LEON, and the other was a
laptop; the same source code has been used in both cases. The
Google Map interface in the CC with the two moving RTUs
is shown in Fig. 10. The CC was placed in a laboratory at our
department facilities, while each RTU was placed in a different
car. This solution guarantees larger and easier to appreciate
position changes with respect to those achievable by moving
the RTUs at walking speed. The transmission channel used was
GPRS for both RTUs. The results were as expected; OFESAPO
worked correctly. A video with the test can be downloaded
in [18].

VI. DISCUSSION

OFESAPO is a system whose first application has been
related to position, but it is also open to other applications.



Fig. 10. OFESAPO test. Point red and point white are the two moving
RTUs connected to the Internet via a GPRS channel, one RTU with LEON
hardware and the other RTU with a laptop both controlled by a CC that was
placed in our laboratory.

As presented in this paper, its response time is sufficient for
surveillance and telecontrol. Therefore, OFESAPO is a real-
time telecontrol system that can be used as a communication
interface among a CC, a controller unit, and one-to-many RTUs
(controlled units). The CC can receive measurement data from
any of the RTUs and generate the appropriate command to
control the RTUs. The IEC standard defines how to send all
kinds of measurements (digital counter, analog counter, analog
sensor, etc.) and how to generate any command. Therefore,
OFESAPO is open to any telecontrol application. As presented
here, OFESAPO can control RTUs that are connected to the
Internet or directly connected via a multipoint link, so the
telecontrol architecture can be expanded all over the world, and
the RTUs can be placed anywhere provided with an Internet
link. As the CC sends the information received from RTUs to
a web service, it allows having different levels of hierarchy,
for instance, there could be a CC in a town that sends the
information received from RTUs to a CC in a city and so on.
Another important point of OFESAPO is that the same source
code used in the embedded system (LEON) is used in a laptop
or PC, so all the software development time is reduced, and it
is spent only once.

One study in [5] describes a system like OFESAPO,
but OFESAPO improves on its limitations, which are as
follows:

1) Only two units are allowed, i.e., the CC and the RTU.
2) The software developed in the RTU cannot be reused as

it is microcontroller dependent.
3) It does not allow RTUs connected to the Internet. It

requires a point-to-point link, and only GSM has been
tested.

4) No standard protocol has been used. A protocol has been
developed specifically for this application.

5) If further measurements are required, then the protocol
has to be changed.

6) The GIS used requires a license.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has traced the OFESAPO development through
real-time positioning and telecontrol systems. Although real-
time positioning and telecontrol systems are also shown in [5]
and [6], OFESAPO differs from them in that it is based on both
open hardware and software, and it allows more RTUs to be
controlled. The hardware in OFESAPO RTU is an embedded
system, i.e., an SoC-type design using FPGA that has been
programmed with the open core LEON with a Linux OS
running over it. For communication and control between a CC
and RTUs, the IEC 60870-5 standard over TCP/IP has been
used. All the software has been developed and tested in a PC
with Linux OS using standard tools, so there is no requirement
to use specific software design tools for embedded systems,
as shown in [19] and [20]. This software has run without any
problem in the RTU based in LEON.

For GIS, the Google Map API has been used, which is
an easy way to embed Google Map in any web page with
JavaScript. The Maps API is a free service, available for any
web site that is free to consumers, so no license is required,
unlike the GIS used in Lin et al.’s paper [5]. Moreover, as
the communication protocol is not one designed specifically,
OFESAPO could be applied to other scenarios and not just
related to position; it is a more flexible system.

The IEC standard protocol was not developed originally for
use in mobile communication, but this paper shows that it
is possible to apply it in other kinds of links too. The open
source software of the IEC standard protocol has also been
developed as there was none until now. Furthermore, a new
ASDU (number 201) has been defined to send position data
in the IEC standard protocol, so the standard has also been
improved.

Tests show that OFESAPO could be used in real time for
control applications (time requirements between 1 and 5 s)
and surveillance applications (time requirements between 1
and 10 s).

Although a web service (http protocol and Internet standard)
for communication among RTUs and a CC could be an option,
as shown in this paper, it increases more than nine times the
number of bytes required to be sent for position, so if the link is
low speed and high delay, it could prevent using OFESAPO in
real time. Further, if the RTU also has any sensor or actuator, it
is possible to send their value describing the actual position of
the RTU and to receive command from the CC.

Another problem is that there are some transmission channels
that cannot work with the TCP/IP stack [12], no web service
could be used, and the development of a specific protocol is
required [13]. Therefore, the IEC protocol is an option because
it has a data link layer protocol. Finally, using the IEC standard
protocol makes it possible to use OFESAPO not only for
position applications but also in telecontrol applications, like
in power utilities.
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